Target Species to Address Fish and Wildlife Goals
Freshwater Marsh Species
Yuma clapper rail - 40% of US population
black rail - State threatened
least and American bitterns - species of Federal Management Concern
black. tern - State Species of Special Concern & species of Federal Management Concern .
Waterfowl
Diving ducks including the ruddy duck (40,000 individuals use the Sea)
Dabbling ducks including the fulvous whistling duck - State Species of Special Concern
Geese
American White Pelican - 33,000+ individuals, 80-90% of the Western population
Brown pelican - federally listed as endangered
Eared Grebe - I million individuals, 90% of the continental population use the Sea
Colonial Ground Nesting Water Associated Birds
Gull-billed tern - one of only two nesting sites in the US, State Species of Special Concern
Black skimmer - State Species of Special Concern
Forster's tern
Caspian tern
Shorebirds - 44 species ; 124,000+ individuals
western sandpiper
snowy plover
mountain plover - federally proposed for threatened status
long-billed curlew
black-necked stilt
American avocet
Snag Nesters
Great blue and green heron
Black-crowned nightheron
white-faced ibis
great, snowy, and cattle egret

An Approach to Address Losses of Fish and Wildlife Habitat at the Salton Sea

The Problem
Degraded environmental conditions at the Salton Sea are expected to worsen as salinity increases
and volume decreases. The decline in water levels will leave much of the existing shallow water
habitat high and dry . Additionally, water quality of the inflows will likely worsen as well, when
conservation measures such as tail water recovery systems are installed . Unchecked these
changes are likely to produce a Salton Sea that is unable to support a fishery and much of the
existing bird life. The Service believes that in order to protect the migratory bird resources using
the Salton Sea, certain restoration actions would have to occur in a time frame that would prevent
the fishery collapse . This is not a strategy that is being pursued as a definitive action in any of
the alternatives. Lacking a strategy that will prevent the fishery and bird population collapse, the
Service is compelled to offer an alternative that will protect the migratory bird resources that
have become dependent on the Salton Sea .
Expected Consequences of Foreseeable Changes
Due to increasing salinity and eutrophic condition of the sea, the Service expects additional large
scale fish and migratory bird die-offs, and in the near future, the total collapse of the existing
fishery . This fishery has supported a large array of migratory bird species, including the
endangered brown pelican . As water levels decline, much of the habitat upon which other
migratory birds depend will undergo substantial degradation or total loss . Increasing loads of
contaminants will exacerbate and/or accelerate declining environmental conditions . Whole
guilds of migratory bird species are expected to disappear from the Salton Sea environs .
Service Vision and Migratory Bird Goal Statement for the Salton Sea
The Service is the principal agency of the U .S. Government charged with the responsibility of
protecting endangered species and migratory birds . In the planning effort to restore the Salton
Sea, the Service believes its first and most important priority is to ensure that the needs of
endangered species and migratory birds are met and that existing populations of these species are
maintained in the Salton Sea area.
Management Approach
In developing a strategy to maintain endangered species and migratory birds of the Salton Sea,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) identified several species/guilds as targets for
management in the Salton Sea ecosystem . The species/guilds selected were based in part on their
sensitivity to change and/or heavy reliance by a species population on the Salton Sea .
Consequently the Service has identified important habitat types that must be retained or created
to ensure the continued survival of these species that are dependent on Salton Sea resources .
These species/guild groups include : the Yuma clapper rail, waterfowl, the white pelican, the
eared grebe, colonial ground nesting water birds including the gull-billed tern, shorebirds, snag
nesting species, and the desert pupfish . The essential habitats that are needed to support these
birds include: open water that supports an abundant fishery within the Salton Sea , extensive
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shallow water habitats, shoreline mudflats, riparian areas, emergent freshwater marsh, open water
habitat supporting an abundant fishery on lands adjacent to the Salton Sea
Approach Rationale
This approach addresses habitat losses in and adjacent to the Salton Sea that will result from
reduced inflows and/or increases in salinity either in the absence of, or delays in, timely
implementation of full restoration actions . It does not address fully all of the issues (e.g.,
degraded water quality and habitat losses in the Imperial Valley) that are also expected to occur
with reduced inflows . The approach requires that appropriate quantities and qualities of water
and the necessary infrastructure be available to support the managed wetlands . In addition to
agricultural drain flow in the New and Alamo Rivers, this approach will require the use of a
modest amount of Colorado River water to ensure the success of the recommended management
actions . The Service proposes to address all habitat losses at the south end of the Salton Sea or
upland areas . The habitat restoration/creation goals in this proposal could be adjusted to
accommodate other habitat restoration actions, such as might occur on the Whitewater River
delta, if and when those actions are sufficiently certain to occur and assuming that those actions
are capable of providing long-term habitat benefits for the species/guilds of concern .
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Habitats to Protect and or Create
We have estimated that losses of freshwater marshes adjacent to the Salton Sea currently
available to the Yuma clapper rail would be approximately 500 acres under either of the reduced
inflow scenarios . An additional 500 acres of shallow open water currently used by dabbling
ducks would also be lost . Near shore habitat (< 1 foot depth) currently totals approximately y
3,78() acres in the Salton Sea . These areas provide high quality foraging habitat for shorehirds,,,
and wa ers ecauseof the extremely ow slope resulting in wide expanses of mud flats and very
sTiatlow waterr
n er re uced inflows (particularly 0.8 million acre-feet/y-nrl the shoreline will
be shifted in most cases to areas where the slopes are much steeper, thus greatly reducing their
value as foraging habitat for these species . If the salinity increases beyond the tolerance of fish
in the Salton Sea and/or the shoreline recedes from the delta areas, the fish eating birds (notably
white pelicans) will lose over 4,000 acres of high quality foraging habitat, and thousands of
additional acres of prime loafing and roosting habitat . If the shoreline recedes, approximately
1,200 acres of snag nesting habitat will also be lost at the Salton Sea .
Species/Guild of Migratory Birds Benefitting from Management Action
Conceptually we propose the following approach to address the species/groups of concern :
Freshwater Rails
maintain existing managed wetlands and improve those impacted by salt water intrusion
•
create freshwater marsh within the proposed acquisition boundary to balance that lost in
other areas adjacent to the Salton Sea to achieve a no net loss of habitat for Yuma clapper
rails, black rails, least and American bitterns, and other associated species
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Waterfowl
maintain some areas of shallow brackish water foraging habitat for dabbling ducks
•
•
create open water areas within freshwater marsh appropriate for the foraging of dabbling
ducks to address losses occurring in shoreline and shallow water areas of the Salton Sea
•
create open water impoundments of the appropriate depth and prey base to support diving
duck foraging to balance losses of habitat/forage base in open water areas of the Sea
•
geese would be addressed by management actions presented for freshwater marsh and
dabbling ducks
White pelicans
•
create diked areas within the shoreline of the Salton Sea to provide loafing, roosting,
nesting (with island creation), and foraging areas to the extent feasible given the possible
link between the Sea's tilapia populations and avian botulism
•
create open water impoundments of the appropriate depth and water quality to maintain
self-sustaining fish populations as a forage base for pelicans to address habitat losses in
other areas around the Sea and, if necessary, to address the need to eliminate tilapia in
diked areas to control disease
•
address water consumption needs with shallow open water areas in freshwater marsh
habitat
Eared Grebe
diked areas will provide brackish water areas that can also be used by eared grebes
•
no other specific actions are anticipated for this species as a result of this species' ability
•
to forage on prey expected to be available in the possible future hypersaline conditions of
the Salton Sea
Colonial ground Nesting Water Associated Birds
•
create nesting islands within the diked areas of the Salton Sea to address lost nesting
habitat in other parts of the Sea
foraging requirements can be addressed in the diked areas (if feasible given disease
•
conditions) or in the open water impoundments created for pelicans provided that the fish
are reproducing making the appropriate sizes of fish available for these species
Shorebirds
•
create diked areas to preserve significant shoreline foraging areas present in the Salton
Sea
create areas within freshwater marsh habitat where very shallow water or mudflats are
•
available for foraging by these species
•
additional foraging habitat can be provided by flooding uplands to create shallow water
and mudflat habitat without additional modification
Snag Nesters
maintain existing snag habitat within the diked areas
•
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create additional snag nesting habitat to balance losses in other areas around the Salton
Sea by growing and subsequently flooding salt cedar or other appropriate vegetation in
shallow water impoundments to limit predator access, but separate from other
impoundments to minimize the potential for spread of disease (e .g., salmonellosis)
outside those areas

Desert pupfish
•
maintain existing shoreline, drain and creek mouth habitat within the diked areas

Action Plan
In order to address the habitat losses and needs of the above species, the Service proposes a two
component action plan at the Salton Sea . First, we recommend the creation of diked areas along
the southeast and southwest corners of the Salton Sea . These areas currently provide the much of
the productive habitat for most of the species of concern, and thus would provide for the
preservation of these high quality habitat areas . The dikes would be tied into the New and
Alamo River deltas to allow the salinity of the diked areas to be adjusted by controlling the
volumes of river flows that enter these areas . Subdividing these. areas would allow greater
control and provide for maintenance activities that may be required to address avian disease (e.g .,
actions taken to control tilapia populations to reduce the risk of botulism) .
The creation of diked areas at the southeast and southwest corners of the Salton Sea will allow
for :
•
preservation of some of the existing loafing, roosting and foraging areas for diving ducks,
pelicans (if disease issues associated with tilapia can be addressed), eared grebes, and
colonial nesting water birds
creation of nesting islands for colonial nesting water birds
•
preservation of some of the existing shallow water and mudflat areas for shorebird and
dabbling duck foraging
preservation of some of the existing snag nesting habitat
preservation of drain mouth and shoreline pool habitats for the desert pupfish
The second aspect of our approach involves the creation of approximately 7,500 acres freshwater
marsh habitat and other impoundments in areas that are currently uplands . These areas would
function as replacement habitat for those areas that will be lost in the Salton Sea and will not be
addressed, or will only be partially addressed, by the diking aspect of this proposal . These
upland areas would become a mosaic of freshwater marsh with dense vegetation and shallow
water habitat, flooded impoundments with snags, and deeper water impoundments for fish eating
birds to supplement (or replace if necessary due to disease issues) foraging areas preserved in the
diked areas . We have identified the general vicinity of the south and southeast shorelines of the
Salton Sea as appropriate areas for habitat creation .

The creation of impoundments using upland areas will allow us to provide :
•
freshwater marsh suitable for Yuma clapper rails, black rails and other species requiring
dense emergent wetlands
•
shallow open water for foraging by dabbling ducks, shorebirds and wading birds ; and to
meet water consumption needs for white pelicans
•
deeper water impoundments that can support self-sustaining populations of fish and
invertebrate prey for diving ducks, pelicans, and colonial nesting water birds
•
mudflats for shorebird foraging
•
creation of snag nesting habitat
This proposal provides long-term flexibility in the restoration process . Once the restoration
actions have been implemented, the dikes could be breached to restore flows, but the portions
that remain would likely provide excellent nesting habitat for several species . These structures
could also function to provide demarcation of habitat zones that would be protected from
disturbance . The upland habitats could be maintained to provide for an overall net gain in
wetland habitat in the watershed, thus contributing to the recovery of the Yuma clapper rail, but
some areas (particularly those flooded solely for shallow water/mudflat areas as shorebird
habitat) could be phased back to agricultural use as the restored areas in the Sea become
functional . Deep water impoundments could be phased into a commercial or recreational use if
appropriate.

Fish and Wildlife Goals at the Salton Sea
The Salton Sea and its surroundings form a key link in the Pacific Flyway along with habitats in
the Colorado River delta to the south . The migratory bird/endangered species component of the
Salton Sea Restoration Project should maintain the existing values that the Salton Sea contributes
to the Pacific Flyway including a high diversity and significant populations of migratory birds .
The Project should promote the recovery of listed species through enhancement measures and
management for key species and groups including the Yuma clapper rail, waterfowl, American
white pelican, eared grebe, colonial ground nesting water associated birds, shorebirds, heron and
egret rookeries, and desert pupfish . The project should strive to result in the protection of the
existing diversity of habitats that are relied upon by the wealth of migratory birds that use the
Salton Sea, regardless of any decline in environmental conditions over time . It must be
recognized that the loss of some open water habitat at the Salton Sea is likely despite the
Restoration Project . However, there should be no net loss of estuarine and freshwater marsh
habitat . This will require adequate quantities and qualities of water be consistently available .
Freshwater Marsh
The maintenance of freshwater marsh habitat is key to the maintenance and recovery of the
Imperial Valley population of the Yuma clapper rail, which is federally listed as endangered
and state listed as threatened . In addition, freshwater marsh habitat is also used by the black
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rail, which is . also state listed as threatened . Yuma clapper rails in the Salton Sea watershed
represent approximately 40% of the U .S. population. Freshwater marsh habitat is also home to
least and American bitterns, species of Federal Management Concern, and black terns (a
California Species of Special Concern, and a species of Federal Management Concern) during
migration. We anticipate that changes in the inflows and elevation of the Salton Sea could result
in the loss of some freshwater marsh habitat in the shoreline areas of the Sea . There is great
potential in the vicinity of the Salton Sea to create freshwater marsh provided that land and water
can be made available . The creation of such habitat should proceed in advance of the anticipated
losses so there is no net loss of available wetland habitat for these species . A variety of other
species, both resident and migratory, would also benefit from these efforts .
Waterfowl
Waterfowl fall into three broad categories at the Salton Sea : diving ducks, dabbling ducks, and
geese . All three groups are include largely wintering species . The restoration efforts should
focus on maintaining the diversity within these groups, although specific numbers may be
difficult to maintain in some cases . Diving ducks, such as the ruddy duck, require shallow to
moderate depths with abundant invertebrate prey for their foraging activities . Over 40,000 ruddy
ducks (which is approximately 49% of the ruddy ducks in the Pacific Flyway) are known to use
the Salton Sea . It is unlikely that this species will be well accommodated by a shift to
hypersaline conditions as would be the case in the No Action alternative, so specific management
actions will be required to maintain suitable habitat . Dabbling ducks include such species as
northern shovelers, green-winged teal, northern pintails, and fulvous whistling ducks (a
California Species of Special Concern) . These ducks require shallow waters with abundant prey
for foraging . Currently, they use the shallow areas around the river deltas in great numbers .
Large areas of shallow water would need to be preserved or replaced in order to maintain these
species in their current numbers at the Salton Sea . Up to 25,000 snow and Ross' geese utilize the
Salton Sea area from October through March . Geese require crops for foraging and shallow fresh
water areas with low disturbance for loafing and drinking, both of which will be required to
maintain geese at the Sea . Consistent supplies of water are needed for growing the required crops
and for the loafing areas . Habitat for waterfowl could be enhanced outside the Sea to replaced
losses in the Sea itself. Efforts should continue to identify the cause of and manage avian cholera
at the Salton Sea .
American White Pelican
Numbers of the American white pelican have been recorded as high as 33,000 individuals at the
Salton Sea. This is 80-90% of the western population of this species . Most of these are
.,wintering birds, but the year round population can number as high as 1,500 birds . This species
requires large areas of open water with abundant fish (approximately 5-8 inches in size) for
m» foraging . They currently forage in large numbers in the areas around the river deltas . Large
freshwater areas with islands or sand bars are used for loafing . 14 will be difficult to
accommodate such large numbers of this species with the scale of conditional actions currently
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being evaluated . It may be necessary to focus restoration efforts on enhancing smaller quantities
of habitat to provide breeding opportunities (isolated islands with a sandy substrate) as well as
quality wintering habitat for fewer birds . This includes the need to control the recurrent avian
botulism events now occurring at the Salton Sea . Efforts taken on behalf of the American white
pelican are also expected to benefit the brown pelican (a federally listed endangered species) as
well.
Eared Grebe
The Salton Sea is the wintering destination of over 1 million, and up to 3 .5 million, eared grebes
each year . Approximately 90% of the continental population of eared grebes may use the Sea
during their migration . Eared grebe numbers peak at the Sea in January and February, but year
round they number in the thousands . They forage primarily in open water on invertebrates and
small fish. They may be able to adapt to a hypersaline environment, as they currently also use
Mono Lake and the Great Salt Lake as stopover points on their migration . The key issue is how
quickly populations of salt tolerant invertebrates will increase once the current suite of fish and
invertebrates (largely .pileworms) are no longer available . Because of the importance of the
Salton Sea to this species, alternatives should be developed to provide a contingency in the case
of a slow transition to a hypersaline environment and reduced prey availability . Efforts should
continue to isolate the cause(s) of the periodic die offs of this species that occur at the Salton Sea .
Colonial Ground Nesting Water Associated Birds
This category includes the gull-billed tern and black skimmer (both California Species of .
Special Concern), the Forster's tern and the Caspian tern . All of these species are breeding&
species present in the spring and summer months and nest on islands with a sandy substrate at the
north and south ends of the Salton Sea . Numbers of gull-billed terns using the Salton Sea cap
exceed 600, and comprise approximately one-third of known nesting for the western population_
of this species . The gull-billed tern requires open freshwater marsh and agricultural fields for
foraging on terrestrial and aquatic invertebrates and small ftsha Enhancements of their foraging
habitats would also benefit the black tern . Black skimmers and Caspian terns feed in open
water (fresh or salt) primarily on small fish (2 inches or less) . Their habitat requirements should
be possible to address on the scale of conditional alternatives currently being considered .
Shorebirds
Shorebirds currently occur at the Salton Sea . as both wintering birds and breeding birds . A total
of 44 shorebird species have been recorded using the Salton Sea and surrounding habitats . More
than 124,000 shorebirds use the Salton Sea as part of their migration along the Pacific Flyway.
Wintering species include western sandpipers, dowitchers, and phalaropes ; and breeding
species include black-necked stilts, American avocets, and snowy plovers (a California
Species of Special Concern, and a species of Federal Management Concern) . The Restoration
Project should strive to maintain the existing diversity of shorebird use and importance of the site
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on the Pacific Flyway . Populations should be maintained at current levels to the extent feasible .
Both wintering and breeding species require shoreline areas with shallow water over a shallow
sloping substrate and abundant prey to support gleaning and probing foraging strategies . Some
species also rely heavily on flooded agricultural fields for foraging including long-billed
curlews (a California Species of Special Concern, and a species of Federal Management
Concern), whimbrels, and mountain plovers (a federally proposed threatened species) .
Breeding species require dry flats or sand/gravel substrates that are isolated from disturbance and
water level fluctuations for nesting .
Snag Nesters
Snag nesting species using the Salton Sea include great blue and green herons, black-crowned
nightherons, white-faced ibises, and great, snowy and cattle egrets. These species currently
use inundated snags for nesting at and in the vicinity of the Salton Sea . The largest cattle egret,,
colony in recent years numbered over 30,000 nests . Other species regularly form colonies of
100-300 nests. If inflows and elevations at the Salton Sea decrease, significant nesting areas will
no longer be available . Flooded snag habitat can be preserved or created at or near the Salton
Sea. If creation of habitat is necessary, it should be created in a timely fashion so that there are
minimal interim losses of this habitat as a result of inflow and elevation changes in the Sea .
Phasing this process (having new nesting areas available before all of the existing ones are no
longer usable) should assist these species in adapting to new nesting areas . Ideally, foraging
opportunities would be provided among the inundated habitat (i.e., availability of fish and
aquatic invertebrates) . Foraging habitat enhancements in freshwater marsh and agricultural areas
will also benefit these species .
Desert Pupfish
The desert pupfish is the only native fish species in the Salton Sea . The Salton Sea and its
environs comprise the only site for this federally listed endangered species in California . This
species requires shallow water with soft substrates . This species has broad temperature (up to
45°C) and salinity (up to 68 g/1 total dissolved solids) tolerances, but reproductive success
increases at average temperatures around 20°C and moderate salinities . It currently occupies
shoreline pools and agricultural drains that drain directly into the Sea, and its movements among
them is not well understood . These agricultural drains have been designated as necessary habitat
for the recovery of this species. This species could be greatly impacted by many of the Phase I
or conditional alternatives currently being considered because they may restrict their movements
in harmful ways and potentially increase their susceptibility to pesticide exposures .
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